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Abstract
In this paper we investigate the tail behaviour of a random variable
 
which
may be viewed as a functional  of a zero mean Gaussian process  , taking spe-
cial interest in the situation where  obeys the structure which is typical for lim-
iting processes ocurring in nonparametric testing of [multivariate] indepencency
and [multivariate] constancy over time. The tail behaviour of   is described by
means of a constant  and a random variable  which is defined on the same
probability space as
 
. The constant  acts as an upper bound, and is relevant
for the computation of the efficiency of test statistics converging in distribution to
 
. The random variable  acts as a lower bound, and is instrumental in deriving
approximations for the upper percentage points of
 
by simulation.
Keywords tail behaviour, Gaussian processes, Brownian pillow, asymptotic
distribution theory, Kolmogorov type tests, Crame´r-von Mises type tests, Anderson-
Darling type tests, multivariate constancy, multivariate independence.
1 Introduction
Let  be an integer greater than or equal to 2, let  be a subset of  
	 , and let  be
a space of real valued functions defined on  . The object of interest in this paper is
the tail behaviour of a separable zero mean Gaussian process         taking
values in the space  , or rather the tail behaviour of a random variable fffi fi
1
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for every (;:; . Here < is some index set, and
6
2 is a symmetric bounded bilinear
form on  for every =:>< . Typically, the random variable ? has a quite intricate
distribution.
As one may show that any fl of the form (1) is sublinear and positive homogeneous,







Our first aim is to establish methods for the actual computation of the constant @ . Our
second aim is to construct a random variable % [with a less intricate distribution than
? ], such that the random variable %
(i) is defined on the same probability space as ? , and satisfies
P
& %TX?Q),+TY!Z (3)







where the constant @ is as in (2).
The motivation for the present study comes from the theory of statistical tests,
where random variables ? emerge as the limit in distribution under the null hypothesis
of a sequence of test statistics. Examples will be given shortly.
As the constant @ provides a convenient rough description of the limiting distribu-
tion of the test statistic at hand, the verification of (2) is a key step in the comparison of
statistical tests. In fact, (2) appears as a condition in results for determining approxi-
mate Bahadur efficiency [cf. Bahadur (1960)], in results guaranteeing the coincidence
of limiting approximate Bahadur efficiency and limiting Pitman efficiency [cf. Wie-
and (1975), Kallenberg and Koning (1995)], and in deviation results [cf. Inglot and
Ledwina (1993), Koning (1992), Koning (1994)]. Deviation results are in turn needed
for the computation of Bayes risk efficiency [cf. Rubin and Sethuraman (1965)], inter-
mediate efficiency [cf. Kallenberg (1983)] and exact Bahadur efficiency [cf. Bahadur
(1960)]. Refer to Chapter 1 in Nikitin (1995) and Chapter 10 in Serfling (1980) for
additional information on efficiency concepts.
For a given testing problem each of the efficiency concepts mentioned above may
be used to select an “optimal” statistical test. However, when applying the selected
test the rough description @ is no longer sufficient, and additional precision is needed
to determine the critical value [that is, a selected upper percentage point of the test
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statistic] and/or the attained significance level of the test. In such a stuation we resort
to the random variable \ in order to obtain a more detailed description of tail behaviour
of ] .
We take a special interest in the situation where the time space and the covariance































]. An important example is the situation where ^ is
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a , a mean








































po . In literature, the Gaussian process v is called the Wiener










on the boundary of the unit square], the completely tucked Brownian
sheet [van der Vaart and Wellner (1996), p. 368] or the tied-down Kiefer process
[Cso¨rgo˝ and Horva´th (1997), p. 320]. We shall refer to v as the Brownian pillow. One
may view the Brownian pillow as a two-parameter generalization of the Brownian
bridge [that is, a one-parameter zero mean Gaussian process  f k
j
defined on the unit
interval r s
i

















Limiting random variables of the type  f v
j
occur in certain nonparametric statis-
tical applications, such as in nonparametric testing of bivariate independence [cf. Ho-
effding (1948), Blum et al (1961), Dugue (1975), De Wet (1980), Deheuvels (1981),
Einmahl and van Keilegom (2001)], and nonparametric testing of univariate constancy
over time [cf. Cso¨rgo˝ and Horva´th (1997), Hjort and Koning (2001)].
Other mean zero Gaussian processes which obey (5) emerge as limiting processes
in nonparametric testing of multivariate independence [for instance, the Ł -variate Ho-
effding, Blum, Kiefer and Rosenblatt process with ^_r s
i
o t  and covariance func-
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] and in nonparametric testing of multivariate constancy



















































of Theorem 2.6.1 in Cso¨rgo˝ and Horva´th (1997), p. 153].
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we first consider the situation
in which no structure is imposed on the “time space” ^ ; the results are exemplified
using the Brownian bridge. In Section 3 we explore the situation where the time space
and the covariance function obey (5); the results are exemplified using the Brownian
pillow. In Section 4 we discuss the use of the random variable \ in simulating upper
percentage points of ] . In Section 5 we consider the extension of Proposition 1, the
main result of Section 3, to more general classes of functionals.
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2 General Gaussian processes
2.1 Reproducing kernel Hilbert space
Let  be the closure of an open bounded domain in  U , and let  be a separable zero
mean Gaussian process defined on  . Define the covariance function p1`I`
  by ; O   ¡[¢£  ¡ ;   ¡ for O  
¤. . As a covariance function is non-negative
definite, there exists a unique Hilbert space ¥ such that the reproducing property
¦ §
 ;    ¨ ¡ © ª;¢
§
   ¡ for every  «¤c ,
holds for every
§
¤¬¥ [cf. Adler (1990), equation (3.9), p. 67]. The Hilbert space
­ is called the reproducing kernel Hilbert space belonging to  . Refer to Aronszajn
(1950) for the general theory of reproducing kernels.
If the set  is equipped with a ® -additive measure ¯ so that the covariance function
 belongs to the space °Q±  ²¬ ¯;fi¯*¡ , then one may describe the reproducing
kernel Hilbert space belonging to  by means of the ordered eigenvalues ³ ´ µ[¶.´ ±U¶
· · ·




   ¡,¢¼ ½;; O   ¡
§
  ¡ ¾L¯ for every
§
¤¿°Q±  ¬ ¯¡ .
It is well known that the operator º
»
is self-conjugate and compact [cf. Kolmogorov
and Fomin (1975)]. Hence, by the Hilbert-Schmidt theorem [cf. Kirillov and Gvishiani
(1982), p.78] it has a complete orthonormal system of eigenfunctions ³OÀ8µ  À1±  · · · ¹ and
corresponding eigenvalues ³ ´ µ  ´ ±  · · · ¹ that converges to zero. That is, À!Á and ´ Á solve
the integral equation
¼ ½;; O   ¡ À!Á   ¡ ¾!¯I¢¬´ Á À!ÁO   ¡ (7)
and À!Á and À1Â satisfy
¼ ½À!Á   ¡ À1Â!  ¡ ¾!¯I¢>ÃÄ
for Å'¢Æ ,
¸ for ÅÈÇ¢Æ .
As ºU» is non-negative definite due to the fact that ; O   ¡ is a covariance function, we
see that ´ µÉ¶ff´ ±I¶ · · · ¶¸ . If the sum Ê
Á
´ Á is finite [which is the case when the
covariance function ; O   ¡ is continuous and the measure ¯ is absolutely continuous
with respect to Lebesgue measure], then º
»
is a trace-class operator, and the kernel º
is represented in the form
º O   ¡,¢ÌË
Í
Á Î1Ï
´ Á À!ÁO  ¡ À!Á    ¡ 
where the convergence is uniform on Ð. [see, for instance, Kantorovich and
Akilov (1982) for the general theory of trace-class operators].
Lemma 1 follows by Theorem 3.16 in Adler (1990), p. 75.
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Let us remark that the Hilbert space Ñ is uniquely defined by the kernel þ and does
not depend on the choice of the absolutely continuous measure û , although the eigen-
functions ß æ   and the eigenvalues ß ë    may be different for different measures.
2.2 Tail behaviour of a Gaussian process
For the reproducing kernel Hilbert space Ñ belonging to Ò consider a positive homo-
geneous sublinear functional 
Ù



















































where  ô denotes the unit ball in Ñ . The relevance of this norm for describing the
right hand tail of the distribution of  Ó!
è
Ò
é is shown by the next inequality ap-
pearing in the proof of Theorem 5.2 in Borell (1975).
Inequality 1 (Inequality of Borell) Let  be a positive homogeneous sublinear func-











































for every " ) " ä .







as readily follows from the next inequality [cf. Shorack and Wellner (1986), p. 850].
Inequality 2 (Mill’s ratio) Let % be a standard normal random variable. Then, for
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for every BXWXY (8)




C is positive can be verified with the aid of the following version of Borell’s
inequality [cf. Samorodnitsky (1991)].















































for every Z h _`M NO P Q R a @ b C .





satisfies (8) [cf. Definition 13.2 in Helmberg (1969), p. 89].
For Gaussian processes the boundedness of the supremum is intimately related to
sample path continuity [cf. Section III.1 in Adler (1990), p. 62].
2.3 Tail behaviour of supremum and quadratic tests
Consider a statistical problem, where at stage ~ it is natural to base statistical tests on a
“monitoring process” a` , which under the null hypothesis converges in distribution to
a as ~ tends to infinity. As an example, one may think of the goodness-of-fit problem,
the independence problem and the change-point problem. An appropriate monitoring
process in the goodness-of-fit problem is the multivariate empirical process, which
converges under the null hypothesis to the tied-down Brownian motion [cf. Durbin
(1973), Eastwood and Eastwood (1992)]. An appropriate monitoring process in the
independence and change-point problems is the Hoeffding, Blum, Kiefer, Rosenblatt
multivariate empirical process, which converges under the null hypothesis to Brownian
pillow type processes [Hoeffding (1948), Blum et al (1961), Cso¨rgo˝ (1979), Cotterill
and Cso¨rgo˝ (1985)].
In such statistical problems, obvious tests are supremum and quadratic tests derived
from the monitoring process a` . Supremum tests reject when the supremum test statis-






becomes large. Under the null hypothesis, this statistic converges in











. The Kolmogorov test is an example
of a supremum test.
Let z be a symmetric bounded bilinear form. The quadratic test corresponding to




C becomes large. Under the
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null hypothesis, the quadratic test statistic converges in distribution to A -Ł , where 
is of form (1) with  equal to a singleton  J  and   equal to  . The Crame´r-von
Mises and Anderson-Darling tests are examples of quadratic tests.
Our study of random variables A -Ł where  is of the form (1) starts by observing
that for every e there exists a unique bounded linear operator   defined on 
such that
J L Ł&g L A  
for every  }- [cf. Theorem 13.5b in Helmberg (1969), p. 92]. Observe that A
depends both on the choice of   and [via the norm       ] on the covariance function
 
of  . Assume that   satisfies the following condition.
Condition 1 For each 0g the operator A associated to  has a complete or-
thonormal system of eigenfunctions J¡F¢ £ J ¡L¤ £   ¥ ¥ ¥  . Moreover, there exists ¦




¢ £ ­ , where
¬
¢ £  denotes the largest eigenvalue of A .
Let us recall that in general a self-conjugate positively definite operator in a Hilbert
space may have no eigenvalues at all [Kirillov and Gvishiani (1982), p. 273] so Con-
dition 1 is indeed quite restrictive. Nevertheless, in most statistical applications this
condition does hold.
The second part of Condition 1 is fulfilled when, for instance,
¬
¢ £  is a continuous
function of  , and  is compact.
Lemma 2 If Condition 1 holds, then
(i). ® `®  is equal to ` ¡ ¢ £ ­ Ł&(¯
¬
¢ £ ­ ;
(ii). A -Ł is larger than or equal to ® `® e&° ±`° with probability 1, where ±²
 } ¡F¢ £ ­  is a standard normal random variable.

















given by (9), it immediately follows from Lemma 2 that the random variables















In particular, we obtain that (2) holds with
´
given by (9).
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As noted in the introduction, (2) is directly relevant for the computation of the
approximate Bahadur efficiency of the test based on ÆAÇ ÈHÉ;Ê . Moreover, in combination












for sequences Ñ É that tend to infinity at a sufficiently slow rate as Ý]Þàß . A KMT-
type approximation is a strong approximation governed by an exponential inequality,
as the ones given in Komlo´s et al (1975) for the partial sum process and the empirical
process.
The quality of the KMT-type approximation determines the maximal rate of Ñ É
allowed in (11) [cf. Inglot and Ledwina (1990, 1993), Koning (1992, 1994)]. Special
deviation results are:
á Chernoff type deviation results, which allow sequences Ñ É up to âÇ Ýã ä
Ó
Ê , and
are relevant for the computation of exact Bahadur efficiency [Bahadur (1960)];
á Crame´r type deviation results, which allow sequences Ñ É up to åÇ Ýã ä æ Ê , and are
relevant for the computation of intermediate efficiency [Kallenberg (1983)];





and are relevant for the computation of Bayes risk efficiency [Rubin and Sethu-
raman (1965)] and weak intermediate efficiency [Kallenberg (1983)].
For some of the more popular functionals [for instance, the functionals Æ CvM and











ï ð ð ð
is a sequence of independent standard normal ran-
dom variables. For such functionals, Lemma 2 seems to be related to Lemma 2.4 in






























é ì í is finite.
Remark that (10) suggests that for small significance levels the critical value of the
test statistic ÆAÇ È-Ê may be approximated by the corresponding quantile of the random
variable ú . However, such an approach is not recommended, since it would lead to a
anti-conservative approximate test.
2.4 Application to the Brownian bridge
Recall that a Brownian bridge is a zero mean Gaussian process defined on the unit









. For a differentiable
function   
ï
÷ FÞ ú , let  
	 denote the derivative of   .
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By differentiating both sides of (7) twice [here and below the integrals are com-
puted with respect to the usual Lebesque measure], it follows that the eigenvalues and
eigenfunctions belonging to the Brownian bridge are solutions to the differential equa-
tion 
      
(12)
under the boundary condition
 ff fi fl
. Hence, these eigenvalues and eigen-
functions are given by
 ffifl ! " #%$ &'ffi   (*) +, - . !  
[cf. Proposition 5.3.1 in Shorack and Wellner (1986), p. 213]. Thus, we may in-
voke Lemma 1 to describe the reproducing kernel Hilbert space /10 belonging to the
Brownian bridge 2 .
However, for functions 3
& 4
in / 0 which do not have a simple and clear relation
with the Brownian bridge eigenfunctions
ffi
the computation of the scalar product may
well be intricate. Lemma 3 provides an alternative representation of the scalar product
in /10 , which often is more convenient.
Lemma 3 The Hilbert space / 0 corresponding to the kernel of the Brownian bridge






















    4    K! L
If 3 and
4
belong to /10 , and
4
is twice differentiable, then it follows by integration
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It is seen easily that ij k l is an eigenfunction of the operator m^l corresponding to the
largest eigenvalue nj k lIoqp
r s[t@p%u , all other eigenvalues nv k l w x?yqz are zeros. Thus
Condition 1 holds, and the maximal eigenvalue n j k { o j| is attained for }~o j . It
now follows by Lemma 2(i) that in 1 the norm of  Kol is equal to z j . Moreover, for
}*os z we have
 
w i





r  u 
















and hence it follows by Lemma 2(ii) that  Kol r











r s!!zu is a standard normal random variable.
The exact distribution of  Kol r

u is given in Kolmogorov (1933). 
Example: the Crame´r-von Mises functional Consider the functional  CvM defined
by
 CvM r uoff Ł
j









r !w  u "r  u ! , where ¤ r !w  ufo*¦I§ ¨r !w  u"t  is our reproducing kernel.










. As mI j ¬ o­t ¬
 
for every ¬ ªG








 [compare with (12)], and hence the eigenvalues and the normalized




w¯iv!r  u(oflr x!®"u

j °
z± § ¨r x!® u

In particular, we have n
j<oq®"

and iv r  u^oq® j ° z"± § ¨r ® u . Since the operator m
is compact and self-conjugate, therefore, using again the Hilbert-Schmidt theorem, we
conclude that m is diagonalized, i.e., !i v  is indeed an orthonormal basis in 1 . Thus,
Condition 1 holds. It follows by Lemma 2(i) that in 

the norm of  CvM is equal to
®"
j
. Hence, by Lemma 2(ii)  CvM r



















r  u i
 
j





r  u± § ¨r ® u%
is a standard normal random variable. The random variable ® j

coincides with the
limit in distribution of the “first component” of the Crame´r-von Mises test statistic [cf.
Durbin and Knott (1972)].
The exact distribution of  CvM r






] is described in Anderson
and Darling (1952). 
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Example: the Andersen-Darling functional Consider the functional ³ AD defined
by
³ AD ´ µ¶·ff¸"¹Iº
»
´ µ"´ ¼ ¶ ¶ ½




For this functional we have Ä
·Å Æ










´ ¼!Ë Ñ ¶[·flÒIÓ Ô´ ¼!Ë Ñ ¶¿*¼ Ñ












´ Ñ ¶(·G¿¥Ñ ´ ¾(¿1Ñ ¶
×[Ø Ø
´ Ñ ¶
, it follows that the
eigenfunctions and the eigenvalues are found from the equation Ù
Ö
º ×




. The solutions of this equation are
×Û


















is the Legendre polynomial of degree â [cf. Whittaker and
Watson (1927), p. 324]. Since the operator Õ is self-conjugate, it follows that these





, consequently the system
Å
×Û
Ç is complete in ä Ð . Thus, after
normalization we obtain the complete orthonormal system of eigenfunctions
ç
Û












´ Þ Ñ¿@¾ ¶









[see also Durbin and Knott (1972),
p. 303]. Hence Condition 1 is fulfilled. In particular, we have ç
º










It follows by Lemma 2(ii) that ³ AD
´ í<¶


































ó coincides with the limit in distribution
of the “first component” of the Anderson-Darling test statistic [cf. Durbin and Knott
(1972)].
The exact distribution of ³ AD ´ íI¶ [or rather Å ³ AD ´ í<¶ Ç
½
] is described in Anderson
and Darling (1954). ö
3 Covariance functions with product structure
3.1 Reproducing kernel Hilbert space
In this section we consider the situation where the covariance function of ÷ obeys the
product structure as given by (5). As an example, one may think of the limit in distribu-
tion of the Hoeffding, Blum, Kiefer, Rosenblatt ø -variate empirical process, which is
a mean zero Gaussian process with covariance function ù[úû ü
º
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Section 3 in Blum et al (1961)]. Observe that for ýgþ©ß , this process coincides with
the Brownian pillow.
Although we concentrate on the product structure (5), our results have direct im-
plications for the situation where
               	   
   
       














for every    
  [  þ  ß      ý ].












	 [ "þfi  ß ].
The tensor product      is the Hilbert space with basis flffi    ffi  ! " , where flffi   "

































































































 ! / 3 4,. 5 4/
þ98
 . 6  /
8
! . 6 ! / 
It is seen easily that the tensor product of Hilbert spaces does not depend on the choice
of the orthonormal bases in them.
3.2 Tail behaviour of supremum and quadratic tests
For Mþ:

ß , let   be a Hilbert space. Let ;  be a symmetric and bounded (not
necessarily positively semidefinite) bilinear form on   ; that is, there exists a positive
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ffi






 ! / 	
, then extend this form onto  ,   by bilinearity. The
tensor product of bilinear forms does not depend on the choice of bases and possesses
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Proposition 1 Let FHG be a Hilbert space, I1G be a symmetric and bounded bilinear
form on FHG J,K,LMAJ N . Then
O PCQ





R U S T,U'X
IZY ] ^Y _
X
O PCQ
R W S TW(X
IZ\ ] ^ \ _
X `
(13)


















^ Gan9FHG , where oCG is some index set and I1G k h i is a symmetric bounded bilinear form





















for ^nrFrY([+Fd\ satisfies s ets T,U V TW L%s e(Y s T,U,u s e(\s TW .
Lemma 5 Let e be as in Corollary 1, let vCG Y k w i denote the eigenfunction correspond-
ing to the largest eigenvalue of I1G k w i , and define the process xH\ by
xH\ ] y \ _2Lfiz x{]
u
J y \ _ J v'Y Y k w
U | T,U
for y \}n9~\ . Then xH\ is a zero mean Gaussian process xH\ with covariance function

\ ]  \ J y \ _ . Moreover, et] x_ is larger than or equal to s e(Y s T,U u e'\ ] xH\ _ with probabil-
ity 1.






























Applying Lemma 2(ii) to x\ yields that there exists a standard normal random
variable  such that
eZ] x_2%s e(Y s
T,U
u









with probability 1. This indicates that Lemma 5 may well yield better results than
Lemma 2(ii) when applied to a zero mean Gaussian process with product structure in
the covariance function.
By a symmetry argument, it follows that under the conditions of Lemma 5 we also
have that eZ] x_ is larger than or equal to s e(\s TW u eY ] xHY _ with probability 1, where
the process xHY is defined by
xdY ] y Y _2Lbz x] y Y J
u
_ J vD\ Y k w
W | TW
`
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3.3 Application to the Brownian pillow
As t satisfies (5) with t+%H , we have Hrbdrad . Lemma 6 presents an
alternative representation of the reproducing kernel Hilbert space belonging to  . For
a function r' C   ¡ ¢+£¥¤ ¦ which is diffentiable in both components, let §
¢
denote the
partial derivative of  obtained by differentiating with respect to both components.
Lemma 6 The Hilbert space H corresponding to the kernel of the Brownian pillow
 is given by









E on the boundary of  C   ¡ ¢ ® 


























Example: an extension of the Kolomogorov functional Let ¸ Kol be as in the pre-
vious section, recall that ¹ ¸ Kol ¹ ²º fi  »A¼ .
½ For the functional ¸¸ Kol +¸ Kol defined by
¸ Kol +¸ Kol « 
­
¿¾ ÀCÁ












Corollary 1 yields ¹ ¸¹
²
³rÊ¹ ¸ Kol ¹ ¢²º Ë  »Ì . By Lemma 2(ii) there exists a





»Ì . By Lemma 5 we
have ¸t« 
­Î
¹ ¸ Kol ¹ ² º ¸ Kol « Ï Kol
­
E¸ Kol « Ï Kol
­
»A¼ with probability 1, where the
Brownian bridge Ï Kol is defined by
Ï Kol « ¬
¢ ­




 ?   ¡ .
To the authors’ knowledge, the distribution of ¸Z« 
­
is not known. The only
result found in literature with respect to this distribution is the upper bound in
Kiefer and Wolfowitz (1958) [cf. Blum et al (1961)]: there exist unspecified











Observe that this upper bound follows from the Inequality of Borell. In fact, we
may take Ð
¢
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Example: extensions of the Crame´r-von Mises functional Let Ú CvM be as in the
previous section, recall that Û Ú CvM Û ÜÝdÞ9ßàDá .
â For the functional ÚÞÚ CvM ã Ú CvM defined by























. By Lemma 2(ii) there exists






. By Lemma 5
we have Ú
ä öæ÷
Û Ú CvM Û Ü ÝHú Ú CvM ä û CvM æ ÞEÚ CvM ä û CvM æ ù ß with probability 1,
where
û CvM is the Brownian bridge defined by























The distribution of Ú
ä ö,æ
is tabulated in Blum et al (1961).
â For the functional ÚÞÚ Kol ã Ú CvM defined by


















Corollary 1 yields Û ÚÛ ÜórÞ Û Ú Kol Û ÜÝú'Û Ú CvM Û ÜÝ9Þ

ù
ý ß . By Lemma 2(ii)




ý ß . By
Lemma 5 we have Ú
ä öæ}÷
Û Ú Kol Û Ü ÝCÚ CvM ä û Kol æ ÞbÚ CvM ä û Kol æ ù ý and Ú ä öæ}÷
Û Ú CvM Û Ü ÝrúAÚ Kol ä ûCvM æ ÞôÚ Kol ä ûCvM æ ù ß with probability 1; here ûCvM is the




























Example: extensions of the Anderson-Darling functional Let Ú AD be as in the
previous section, recall that Û Ú AD Û ÜÝrÞEýAàCá ï
ê
.
â For the functional ÚÞÚ AD ã Ú AD defined by












































ý . By Lemma 2(ii) there exists a




ý . By Lemma 5 we
have Ú
ä ö,æ+÷
Û Ú AD Û ÜÝHú Ú AD ä û AD æ ÞEÚ AD ä û AD æ ùü ß with probability 1, where
û AD is the Brownian bridge defined by
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 For the functional fffi Kol fl  AD defined by
 Kol fl  AD ffi ! #" $%




















Corollary 1 yields A BA CEDFGA  Kol A CEH<I!A  AD A CEHffKJ*LNM
:
1
. By Lemma 2(ii)





By Lemma 5 we have 
ffi PE Q










A  AD A C HXI  Kol
ffi VZAD  W Kol ffi VZAD  T U J with probability 1; here VZAD is the Brow-


























 For the functional fffi CvM fl  AD defined by



























Corollary 1 yields A RA CEDaA  CvM A CEHIA  AD A CEHb ffi c U J  L
-
. By Lemma 2(ii)





By Lemma 5 yields that 
ffi PX ^Q











A  AD A C H@I  CvM
ffi VZAD  fi CvM ffi VZAD  T U J with probability 1. d
4 Refining the results by simulation
Consider a random variable of interest e and a reference variable f satisfying (2), (3)
and (4). As noted before, the direct use of the distribution of f as an approximation
to the distribution of e should be avoided since it leads to an anti-conservative test.
However, if the distribution of f is known, then we may employ simulation methods
[using f as a “control variate” for e ] to approximate the tail distribution of e . The
preceeding results may act as guidelines for the statistical analysis of the simulation







, where  - and 
1
are either  Kol,  CvM or  AD, and P is a Brownian
pillow. We remark that the distributions of  Kol ffi VB ,  CvM ffi VB and  AD ffi VR have been
tabulated [cf. Kolmogorov (1933), Anderson and Darling (1952, 1954); selected upper
percentage points are given in Tabel 1].
In our simulation study we performed 10.000 simulations. In each simulation gen-
erated the Brownian pillow on a
5i __*_@jfi5i __*_
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n oEp qr
. Let
o\s t uwvxo\s y uwvkz z z\vxo\s t { { { { u
and
qs t uwv|qs y uvkz z zXv|qs t { { { { u
denote





p z z z p o





p z z z p q
t { { { {
,













with probability 1 implies
o\s } uXgqs } u
with probability 1.
As we were interested in the tail behaviour of
o






p z z z p
 * [that is, the upper ten percent of the order
statistics] by exploratory statistical methods. For all statistics o under consideration,
we found that plots of  B
o\s } uŁ^qs } u 
versus  
qs } u
showed roughly linear relations
[see Figures 1–9]. For each of the plots, we estimated a simple regression model by or-
dinary least squares. Although the assumptions of the regression model are clearly not
met, the plots show that the regression lines do seem to give an adequate summary of
the relation between  B
o\s } uŁ7qs } u 
versus  
qs } u
. From this relation we may deduce









and infer for <a
v







. Table 2 summarizes the approximations found in
Figures 1–9, and evaluates the approximations for ^ff
z





Observe that the approximated 
z




 upper percentage points given for
 Kol   CvM
n Xr
are quite close to those given for  CvM   Kol
n Er
. The same holds for
 Kol   AD
n Er
and  AD   Kol
n Er
, and for  CvM   AD
n Er
and  AD   CvM
n Er
.








w¡N¢*£ [recall (2)] is relatively slow for functionals  involving  Kol.
The random variable  CvM   CvM
n Xr
is the only one occurring in Table 2 which
has been tabulated [Blum et al (1961), see also Cotterill and Cso¨rgo˝ (1985)]. For this


















*¥*§ , so the approxima-
tion given in Table 2 seems to be quite accurate.
In Cotterill and Cso¨rgo˝ (1985) the use of Cornish-Fisher expansions to approximate
upper percentage points of  CvM   CvM
n Xr
is advocated. However, Cornish-Fisher
expansions typically yield inaccurate results for  tending to zero. Recall that the
situation where  tends to zero is of considerable theoretical interest.
5 Possible generalizations
In this section we address the question whether it is possible to generalize the key
result Proposition 1 for a wider class of functionals.




































. Then  is
said to possess the product property if ¬ R¬h¬  t ¬Y­N¬  y ¬ .
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First note that the product property entirely depends on the way we extend the
functional ®E¯E°®Ł± from basic elements ²Ł¯ ³\°w²2± ´ , where it is equal to ®E¯ µ ²Ł¯ ³ ¶ ®!± µ ²2± ´ ¶ ,
onto the whole tensor product · ¯ °· ± . As we saw in Proposition 1 the product
property holds if the functionals are extended bilinearly.
If both ®Ł¸ are of the form ®Ł¸ µ ¹Ł¶º¼» ½Bµ ¹2¾ ¿ ¿ ¿ ¾ ¹Ł¶ » ¯ À ´ for some symmetric Á -linear
forms ®!¯ ¾ ®!± , then the tensor product ®!¯X°®Ł± are naturally defined by Á -linearity. For
Á>º|Â*¾ Ã , the Á -linear extension respects the product property (for Á>º|Ã this follows
from Proposition 1, for ÁRºÂ this also does, because the modulus of a linear functional
is the square root of its square, which is a bilinear form). However, for Á>ÄÅ this no
longer holds, as the next example shows.
Example: trilinear forms Consider the trilinear form ½Bµ ¹ ¯ ¾ ¹ ± ¾ ¹ Æ ¶ defined on the
space Ç ± as follows: ½Bµ È¯ ¾ È¯ ¾ È ± ¶\ºg½Bµ È¯ ¾ È ± ¾ È ¯ ¶\ºg½@µ È ± ¾ È ¯ ¾ È¯ ¶\ºÂ*¾ ½Bµ È ± ¾ È ± ¾ È ± ¶\º
ÉÊNËÌ






¶bºKÐ for all other combination of indices [ here È ¯ ¾ È ± are
basic vectors]. Thus for a vector ¹fiºÑµ Ò!¾ Ó¶ we have ½Bµ ¹2¾ ¹¾ ¹!¶º|Å Ò ± Ó ÉaÔÕ Ó Æ . Put
®!¯ µ ¹!¶XºW®Ł± µ ¹!¶Xºa» ½@µ ¹¾ ¹2¾ ¹Ł¶ »
¯ À
Æ








































Some other extensions may violate the product property even in the simplest cases.
Example: other extensions Let ãbÄffÃ , and consider two functionals ® ¯ , ® ± defined
on ä Çå by ®E¯ µ ¹!¶ºx®!± µ ¹!¶ºæÖ ¹\Ö for ¹gçffä Çå . Let us show that there exists a pos-
itively homogeneous sublinear functional ® defined on ä Çå
Î
such that ®Rµ ¹¯\°¹ ± ¶Bº
®µ ¹¯ ¶ ®Ł± µ ¹ ± ¶ for every ¹¯ ¾ ¹ ±ç^ä Çå , but Ö ®RÖ
à
Ö ®E¯ Öá2Ö ®!± Ö . Let è
å é
¯ denote the unit




















































¯ ¶ , and hence the convexity




¯ ¶ implies ®µ ë2¶
à
Â , where ® is the Minkovski
functional defined by












It is clear that ® is sublinear and positive homogeneous. We have ®µ ¹ ¯ °w¹ ± ¶ºaÂ for
all ¹ ¯ ¾ ¹ ± ç 
å é
¯ , hence by sublinearity ®Rµ ¹ ¯ °w¹ ± ¶ºxÖ ¹ ¯ ÖYá2Ö ¹ ± Ö for all ¹ ¯ ¾ ¹ ± ç7ä Çwå .
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On the other hand we have the following positive result: for any pair of sublinear
positively homogeneous functionals    defined on Hilbert spaces 	
  	 there does
exist an extension [of its tensor product] that respects the product property. Indeed,

















is a polar to the set $&')(* +
fl
     
fl-,/.*0
; the polar $1"

of a







































































 and  
6


























 G . Thus, for any pair of functionals   ,   the extension
(15) respects the product property. However, this extension is not always natural and
suitable. For instance, it does not coincide with the bilinear extension when both     
are square roots of positively semidefinite bilinear forms.
6 Proofs
Proof of Lemma 2 The statement (i) is well known, we include the proof for conve-




	 . Since the normalized eigenfunctions
of H
E







































































































This completes the proof of Lemma 2 (i).
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Next, we turn to statement (ii). According to Theorem 3.7 in Adler (1990), we




a eOa f g




h j j j is a sequence of independent standard normal
random variables [principal components decomposition was first applied to Gaussian




h j j j
















































with probability 1. This concludes the proof of Lemma 2 (ii). {
Proof of Lemma 3 First we verify that the linear space with the introduced scalar
















Thus, the reproducing property with kernel } ~ t  h  uX]X  t  h  uffiC  holds in this
space. This concludes the proof. {
Proof of Lemma 4 For 
]Y
h Ł
, choose an arbitrary orthonormal base *O   in




































































This space is nothing else but the tensor product  c7 
i
, where any element | c3 |






remains to note that all elements of the space



























. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.
{
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Therefore, it remains to prove the opposite inequality. To show this, assume the




























Decompose ° in the basis µ*¶    ¡1¶ ¢ · ¸ , so °V¹º





¢ · , and consider the
sequence °*¾C ¹ ¾






























































for sufficiently large ¿ ; here ²
¾
denotes the ¿ -dimensional subspace of ² spanned























































































fails for infinite-dimensional spaces, then it does for suitable finite-dimensional spaces.




¢ is the space of matrices Å Æ ¾
¥
with the scalar product Ç È9Â É1Ê 7  tr ­ ÈFËÉ%® ,
that is the sum of diagonal elements of the matrix ÈËÉ . The embedding µ** 3¡ ¢ ¸XÌ
²









Â °®FÇ Â Î% °Ê
7 , where Î% is a self-conjugate operator on ² , for





























are the eigenvalues of Î% . It follows that 
¬
  is equal to  Î% 
×XØ Ù





















[in the matrix representation, we have Î ­ È1®XÎ   È%Î%Ë
¢





Ï   ·'¡&Ï¢ Û ®ÝÎX  Ï   ·&¡%Î1¢ Ï¢ Ûv
Ö
  Ï   ·&¡
Ö
¢ Ï¢ Û , it follows that each Ï   ·&¡1ÏO· Û is








· » Û ¼ 
is obviously orthonormal, and consists of ¿ ¢ vectors, and hence is a com-
plete orthonormal system of eigenvectors of Î in Å Æ ¾
¥
.
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This implies that for the form Þ1ß7à9ÞFá defined by









ô õ ö ÷
ß












































Thus, in the finite-dimensional case the statement holds, which concludes the proof of
Proposition 1. ß
Remark Passing to the finite-dimensional case was essential in the proof of Propo-
sition 1], because the infinite-dimensional operator é  defining the form Þ  â  ä æ%ç
è

ä éê ë on   may not have a complete system of eigenvectors.












































































for every  á á , with probability 1. Observe that the RHS of the latter equation is an
expansion of a mean zero Gaussian process with covariance function á â  á ä  á æ . This
concludes the proof of Lemma 5. ß
Proof of Lemma 6 The proof is realized in the same way as one of Lemma 3. ß
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Kol 1.225 1.359 1.632

CvM 0.5893 0.6792 0.8622

AD 1.3903 1.5786 1.9621
Table 1: Exact upper percentage points for various random variables  ff fifffl , where
fi
is the Brownian bridge.
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Approximation of upper percentage point ffi "!ff# $%
! &ff')( *)&,+ - & 0.10 0.05 0.01
! Kol . ! Kol &/+ 0 &1&2&3# 4 5Kol %67&/+ - 8292:1;3# 4 5Kol % <,= > ? @ A B 0.7741 0.8331 0.9563
! Kol . ! CvM &/+ C/- 92C3# 4 5Kol %67&/+ &1D2C2C,-E# 4 5Kol % <,= > F G G = 0.4099 0.4510 0.5355
! Kol . ! AD &/+ 8 &/81-E# 4 5Kol %67&/+ &18292;/0# 4 5Kol % <,= > G H H G 0.9355 1.0260 1.2121
! CvM . ! Kol &,+ 02&2&1&3# 4 5CvM %67&/+ &2I1;2:1I3# 4 5CvM % <,= > B @ H F 0.4051 0.4456 0.5300
! CvM . ! CvM &,+ C,- 91C3# 4 5CvM %67&/+ &/- 91D2&3# 4 5CvM % <,= > J ? ? = 0.2160 0.2414 0.2951
! CvM . ! AD &,+ 82&18/-E# 4 5CvM %67&/+ &2:1C2&1C3# 4 5CvM % <,= > F @ A K 0.5126 0.5660 0.6806
! AD . ! Kol &/+ 0 &1&2&3# 4 5AD %67&/+ D20291D2C3# 4 5AD % </= > B J J F 0.9300 1.0157 1.1936
! AD . ! CvM &/+ C/- 92C3# 4 5AD %67&/+ &2I1;2:1;3# 4 5AD % </= > J ? ? F 0.5142 0.5668 0.6781
! AD . ! AD &/+ 8 &/81-E# 4 5AD %67&/+ C/- C2;1&3# 4 5AD % </= > F @ ? K 1.2243 1.3343 1.5709
Table 2: Approximation of upper percentage points for various random variables ffi7
!# $L% , where $ is the Brownian pillow.















Figure 1: Plot of M NPO QSR T UWV7XYR T U Z versus M NXR T U for [\^]1_2_,`2a b b b a ` _2_1_2_ , where QSR T U
is the [ c d order statistic of Qe\gf Kol h f Kol i jk and XYR T U is the [ c d order statistic of
Xl\nm f Kol m opffq f Kol i r Kol k , based on a random sample of length 10000 taken from the
distribution of
j
. The least squares line indicates that the critical value of the size s
test based on f may be approximated by _/b t _1_2_
i u vKol kw _/b ` x2y2z1{ i u vKol k |,} ~     .













Figure 2: Plot of  P S  WŁ7Y    versus     for ^12,2      212 , where S  
is the    order statistic of  Kol   CvM  L and    is the    order statistic of
^e  CvM   2 Kol  ¡ CvM  , based on a random sample of length 10000 taken from
the joint distribution of

. The least squares line indicates that the critical value of the
size ¢ test based on  may be approximated by , £, ¤1£
 ¥ ¦Kol § / 1¨2£2£,  ¥ ¦Kol  ©/ª « ¬ ­ ­ ª .














Figure 3: Plot of ® ¯P° ±S² ³ ´Wµ7¶Y² ³ ´ · versus ® ¯¶² ³ ´ for ¸¹^º1»2»,¼2½ ¾ ¾ ¾ ½ ¼ »2»1»2» , where ±S² ³ ´
is the ¸ ¿ À order statistic of ±e¹gÁ Kol Â Á AD Ã ÄÅ and ¶Y² ³ ´ is the ¸ ¿ À order statistic of
¶l¹nÆ Á AD Æ ÇÈPÉ Á Kol Ã Ê AD Å , based on a random sample of length 10000 taken from the
joint distribution of
Ä
. The least squares line indicates that the critical value of the size
Ë test based on Á may be approximated by »,¾ Ì2»1Ì/¼
Ã Í ÎKol ÅÏ »/¾ »1Ì2Ð2Ñ/Ò Ã Í ÎKol Å Ó,Ô Õ Ö × × Ö .

















Figure 4: Plot of Ø ÙPÚ ÛSÜ Ý ÞWß7àYÜ Ý Þ á versus Ø ÙàÜ Ý Þ for âã^ä1å2å,æ2ç è è è ç æ å2å1å2å , where ÛSÜ Ý Þ
is the â é ê order statistic of Ûãë CvM ì ë Kol í îLï and àÜ Ý Þ is the â é ê order statistic of
àeãð ë Kol ð ñòôó1ë CvM í õ Kol ï , based on a random sample of length 10000 taken from
the joint distribution of
î
. The least squares line indicates that the critical value of the
size ö test based on ë may be approximated by å/è ÷ å1å2å
í ø ùCvM ï,ú å/è å2ä1û2ü1ä í ø ùCvM ï ý/þ ß  
  
.

















Figure 5: Plot of
  
	  	   
versus
 	  
for fffiffiflfi     fl fifffi , where

	  
is the  ! " order statistic of

$# CvM % # CvM & ')( and
	  
is the  ! " order statistic of

* # CvM * +-,/. # CvM & 0 CvM ( , based on a random sample of length 10000 taken from
the distribution of
'
. The least squares line indicates that the critical value of the size
1 test based on # may be approximated by ffi 2ffifl 3ff2
& 4 5CvM (76 ffi ffifl 398  & 4 5CvM ( :ffi; < = > > ; .













Figure 6: Plot of ? @A B
C D EFGC D E H versus ? @GC D E for IJKffLfiLffiMfiN O O O N M LfiLffLfiL , where B
C D E
is the I P Q order statistic of BJSR CvM T R AD U V-W and GC D E is the I P Q order statistic of
G$JYX R AD X Z-[]\fiR CvM U ^ AD W , based on a random sample of length 10000 taken from
the distribution of
V
. The least squares line indicates that the critical value of the size
_ test based on R may be approximated by LffiO `fiLff`9M
U a bCvM W7c LffiO LffdfieffLfie U a bCvM W fffig h i j k l .





















Figure 7: Plot of m no p
q r stuq r s v versus m nuq r s for wxyffzfizffi{fi| } } } | { zfizffzfiz , where p
q r s
is the w ~  order statistic of p$x AD   Kol  - and uq r s is the w ~  order statistic of
ux  Kol  -Ł  AD   Kol  , based on a random sample of length 10000 taken from the
distribution of

. The least squares line indicates that the critical value of the size 
test based on  may be approximated by z9}  zffzfiz
  AD 7 zffi} ff 9    AD  9      .













Figure 8: Plot of   
   ¡¢£   ¡ ¤ versus  £   ¡ for ¥¦§ff¨fi¨ffi©fiª « « « ª © ¨fi¨ff¨fi¨ , where 
   ¡
is the ¥ ¬ ­ order statistic of ¦S® AD ¯ ® CvM ° ±-² and £   ¡ is the ¥ ¬ ­ order statistic of
£¦$³ ® CvM ³ ´-µ·¶ ® AD ° ¸ CvM ² , based on a random sample of length 10000 taken from
the distribution of
±
. The least squares line indicates that the critical value of the size
¹ test based on ® may be approximated by ¨ffi« ºffi© »ffº
° ¼ ½AD ²7¾ ¨9« ¨fi§ff¿fiÀff¿ ° ¼ ½AD ² Á9Â Ã Ä Å Å Æ .



















Figure 9: Plot of Ç ÈÉ Ê
Ë Ì ÍÎÏË Ì Í Ð versus Ç ÈÏË Ì Í for ÑÒÓffÔfiÔffiÕfiÖ × × × Ö Õ ÔfiÔffÔfiÔ , where Ê
Ë Ì Í
is the Ñ Ø Ù order statistic of ÊÚÒYÛ AD Ü Û AD Ý Þ)ß and ÏË Ì Í is the Ñ Ø Ù order statistic of




, based on a random sample of length 10000 taken from the
distribution of
Þ
. The least squares line indicates that the critical value of the size å
test based on Û may be approximated by Ô9× æ Ô9æffÕ
Ý ç èAD ß7é Ôffi× êffiÕ êffëfiÔ Ý ç èAD ß ì9í î ï ð ñ ò .
